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6.1

from weather accounts to climate history

The growing consciousness that the world is undergoing a period of significant warming has
triggercd a wave of research activity into past climates. Within this context observations in
historical sources arc arl essential ingredient of any study dealing with the reconstruction of
climate in the period between the Middle Ages and the beginning of instrumental network
observations in the 19th century .
Proxy data from natural archives cover periods up to hundreds of thousands of years.
However, their time resolution is restricted to individual years or to periods of several months
in the best casco Moreover they respond to a variety of meteorological variables making it
difficult to disentangle the climatic information . Documentary material from anthropogenic
archives, that is highly specific with regard to time, place and meteorological parameter,
covers a period of roughly seven hundred years. This provides a safer basis for assessing the
natu ral va riability of climate than the shorter instrumental period. In particular this holds for
the interpretation of exceptional events, such as the very mild winter 1989-90 in Central
Europe (Pfister 1990).
Seasona I a nd mont h IYesti mates of te m pe ra tu re and p reci pi ta t ion for t he pre-ins t rumen t a I
period are qbtained from the interpretation of documentary matcrial. They provide a broad
basis for calibrating natural proxy information and a new testing ground for climatic models,
that need still to be much improved regarding regional and seasonal scenarios.
Assessing and modelling impacts of past climates upon past societies requires a very
detailed record of past changes which is in fact a history of weather. Among agrarian
scientists and demographic historians therc is agreement on thc point tlwt monthly temperature and precipitation data are needed in order to quantify the innucnce of meteorological
factors upon yield formation and upon diseases in a meaningful way. (Hanus and Aimiller
1978; Georgelin 1979). This holds also for the climatic interpretation· of demographic patteflls (Flinn 1981:10Q).
The types of data used for the reconstruction of past climates have been described in great
dctailby Lamb (1981). Within the same volumc Ingram, Underhill and Faflner (1981) hav.:
provided a SlllVCY of documentJrY SOlllces. The classiGcatioll scheme shown in Fii\'''·c 6.1
groups the evidence fIrstly into natural and :llithropogcnic data according to their origin. The

data fall into lkscriptive and proxy data with respect to the kind of infor1l1;ltion which th.:y
conl;lill. The krill 'proxy' is used to del10te ;IIIY m;ttcrial. that pruvides ;111 indirect mC;lsurc of
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A sun'cy of e\'iticllcc for reconstructing pa~t \\'cathcr and climate.

climate. [t comprises both natural and man-made evidence . One kind of proxy data is rcl:lted
to geophysical and par:l-metcorological phenomena, mostly snow-col'er 'lild the: frccl.ing of
water bodies. the second one refers to phenophascs or other ~igns of biolclgical :lctil"ity.
Anthropogenic data may also be grouped into documentary sources :lnd m:lteri:ll sources
according to their form and to the place where they arc found. Written sources. m:lnuseript or
printed. are preserved in libraries and archil'es or owned by private individuals. ~[oreol"cr
inscriptions rderring to climatic anomalies arc sometimes p:linted on the: front of houses. [n
some loc:ltions the height oflloods is marked on buildings. or the Iel"eI of low water:lt certain
times is engraved on rocks. Objective d:lt:l arc foun d in museums or inlhe lield. piclori:ll d:lla
are stored in libraries, archives ano displ:lyed in museums or on private property.
The present approach attcmpts to demonstrate, how to bridge the g:lp belll"Cell clim:ltie
history and weather history by cross-dating different kinds of docullientary proxy d:lt:l with
descriptil"\~ cvidence. The :lilll is to produce :I combined record which prOl'ides bOlh Ihe
qllalltit<lti\'t.~ estimates of temperature .1I1d precipitation needed hy the scicnti~t. the ccunomist and the: policy m:lker 'IIHllhe delailed we:llher account which the hislorial1 requircs for
reconstructing Ihe past. Th e procedure stalts by collec,l ing the sm,liicst 1>ils of el'idence
ava il able, weather observalions, early instrument,1i dal' and pro.\y inforl11alion. The resulting 'weathcr history' is cotkd, homogcnizcd (llld calib ratcil according tn the type of dat;1 and

slored in a data-b'lIlk (Figure (>.2). /\11 the el'idcnce is'lhen boiled down
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Figure 6.2 Flow diagram illustrating the procedures used in obta ining cli ma tic information from historical documents.

6.2

Survey of sources and data

The human evidence which documents the study has originated principally from chronicles.
from personal papers (diaries, calendars) containing intermittent meteorological entrics.
from non-instrumental weather diaries to weather logs, that contain both instrumcntal
mcasurcments a nd visual observations. More than 118 manuscripts and over 150 printed
sources with weather evidence were found in the Swiss librari es and archives.
Some of the main observers and sources arc brietly described in th e following: Wolfgang
Haller (1525-1601). Arch-deacon of the Cathedral of Ziirich. kept a non in struillenta l
weather diary for thirty years (1545-1576) in whieh he describes the daily weather with one or
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tlVO words such as 'rather war.m·. 'rain'. 'sno'''·. 'dull' ctc. flohn (19·\9) has shownthc declinc
of winter tcmperatures alkr ISC>O from this sourec. Renward Cysat (15.15-1613). Chancellor
in Lucerne , has quite regularly \Jb~cl"\'cd a broad variety pf meteorological and envirullmental data, mcntioning: ~nowf;llls ill SlIllllller on the sUlllmits surrollnding the city. Joseph
Dietrich (16-15-170-1) and Sebastian Reding (ICi67-172-1). who \\'Crc monks in thc monastery at
Einsiede ln. ha,-c includcd an incrediblc wcalth of detailed lengthy weathcr rcports in thcir
diarics an the end of thc sc,'cntecnt h century. Thcy alt-cady distinguishcd thc basic form of
clo uds. Heinrich Fries (16_>9-1 718). who was a professor at ZOrich . kept a non-instrumental
diary in which he noted do\\'n quitc regularly thc fll\'lnation and the melting of snow-co'-cr.
The physician Johann Ja kob Schcuchzer (1672-1733). the pionecr of natural history in
Switzerland, was th e first in Central Europc to mcasurc precipitation in his garden in Ziirich
(from I 70S). Ilan s Rudolf Rictc r (1665-17·\8), a ba ker. has Icft an ext remely detai led account
o n the wcather Irom Inl to 1738 which even includes many observations for thc night hours.
Ivlost remarkably. he has regularly noted down the time of blossoming a;ld ripening of cight
cultivated plants and trees (bcech tree, S\\-cct chcrry , pear. rye. barley. strawbcrry, spclt [a
variety of whcat I and grapcs). His record is somew hat olde r than that of the Marsham family
in Norfolk. England (Kington 1974)_ Johann Jakob Sp rungl i (1717-1803). a parson. made
some ·1000 phenological observations betwcc n 1760 and 1802. H c also col lectcd prccise data
on the formation and melting of snow cover in hi s surroundings and on the ,\Ips.
The data-bank includes more than 33.000 records. The time resolution of a record may
vary from fj,-c or ten day periods to a month or a season. The northern and eastern regions in
the Swiss lowlands are better represented than those in the french-speaking part and in the
Alps. About ~O,OOO daily ent ri cs in weather logs wcre inte grated to form monthly sums of
days with precipitation. snow, thunderstorm s. fog or clear sky. The data-bank include s some
3000 phenological (i.e. plant) observations and about th e sa me number of observations
concerning snow-cover at v(lriolls nltitudes.

The evidcnce increases in volume , density and diversity over time. For the period 15251549 thc entrics originate mainly from chronicles and i1nnals_ Accordingly, weather sequences are mainly dcscribed at a seasonal lcve l; information is missing for -13% of the months and
\
the emphas is is on (lIlO/lW/OllS rath cr th an on ortlillory lI'calher. In the second pcriod
1550-1658 monthly data from weather diaries and personal papcrs are abunda nt. The felY
missing monthly data (7%) are concentrated in the mont hs from October to December. From
1659 monthly meteorological data are continuous. From 16S-1 monthly precipitation is ,limost
thoroughly quantified ei th er by coullting en tries in wca th er diaries or from measurements
(aftcr 170X) and the thermal charactcr of each month is derived from a body of reliable
para-meteorological ami phenological proxy data.
The thermomctric evidencc dates from 1755 and is based on the Ba sel series. In ordcr to
document conditions ill mountain envirollments, the thermometric series from the (In.:at St.

Bcrnard pass (2·1!iO m above sca level) which originates in IKI7. was included. Scattcred
series of rainfa ll Illeasuremcnts (e.g. Ziirich. Bcrn) arc av:,iL,blc from 170K_ The Gcneva
precipitatilln scries (fl'tlill 177~ to the present) is thc longcst continnous record of this kind in
Swit zerland. The creatioll of the 1l;ltiull<l1 weather scr\'iu~ in Switzerland in IX(l-t was L'hosCIl
as a dividillg linc bcl\n:cn the pcriods of the 'historic;iI' ;lIld the 'Illodern' d;tt;l.
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6.3

Data verification

Only a decade ago it was discovered. that documentary sources of information about past
climates are not equally reliable. Compilations often contain a mishmash of valuable and
worthless data. Their main flaws are inaccurate or uncertain dating of particular events.
acceptance of accounts which are distortions or amplifications of original observations and
spurious multiplications of events through mis-dating (Alexandre 1987; Bell and Ogilvie
1978 ; Ingram et al. 1981. Pfister 198'+). An example of mis-dating comes from Central
Europe. The well-known chronicle ofThann (Alsace) which Klemm (1974 , p.'+09) takes to be
"extremely valuable" has been used again and again as a source of information for reconstructing past climate. In vain, the editor himself, Abbe Merklen, had cautioned, that the
chronicle contains a lot of contradictory evidence and incorrect dating.
Historians have developed a standardized methodology for evaluating sources and
rejecting unreliable information. The most important critical tests are those based upon the
principles of contemporaneity, propinquity and faithful transmission. Recorded statements
cannot be regarded as reliable and valuable, unless it can be shown either, that the writer
lived close in time and space to the events he purports to describe , and recorded his
observations immediately or within a short space of time after these events had taken place,
or that he had access to first hand oral or written reports and can be presumed to have
accurately transmitted the information derived from them. (Ingram et al. 1981). In the
context of the Klimageschichte de,. ScllIl'eiz (Pfister 1984, 1985a) non-contemporary material
was not completely rejected. Where a reliable picture of weather patterns had already been
. obtained from contemporary data , second hand reports which contributed to the understanding of weather situations were included . In order to clearly mark their lower quality , the name
of the author was omitted in the printout of the data-bank (see Section 6.6).
Accurate dating was one of the thorniest problems. Up to the end of the eighteenth century
the Gregorian and Julian calendars were simultaneously in use, often within the same village
or district. In the data-bank all the dates have been converted to Gregorian style and every
dating correction is made explicit. Apparent<:ontradictions arise, when weather reports from
catholic and protestant cantons refer to the same month . In those cases a time resolution of
the individual records from ten days to ten days, such as it is provided in the CLIMHIST
data -bank, becomes indispensable for an appropriate interpretation . Moreover the reference
to ten day-periods is very convenient for handling the dating related to Saint's days, which clo
not fit into the scheme of calendar months.
For events in 'winter' , dating becomes a problem particularly when the source gives just
one year for identification. Then it must be derived from the context or from other sources ,
whether the 'old ' or the 'new' year is meant in order to prevent spurious multiplication of
events. The term of 'Winter' itself was related to the duration of snow-cover rather than to
specific months. Likewise 'Herbst' (autumn) described the time of the vintage.

6.4

Calibration of proxy data

The following types of data arc included in the data-bank:
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~liscellaneous

I. I
1.2

observations from lkscriptiye sources

Purely descriptiyc data
Non-serial proxy data

1.2.1 Freezing of water bodies
1.2.2 Snowfall and snow-cOl'er
1.2.3 Phenological data
1.2.4 Floods and low water levels
2
3
4
5
6

Daily non-instrumental observations
Monthly frequcncies of rainy, sunny, foggy, snowy days ete. obtained from weather logs
Instrumental records for precipitation
Instrumental records for temperature
Serial proxy-data:
6.1
6.2
6.3
6,4
6.5

Dates of auctions of tithes paid in grain
Grapevine harvest dates
Grapevine harvest yields
Phenological series
Dendroclimatic data

The descriptive evidence (without the 'serial' data) was standardized by the usc of a
numerical code (Pfister 198Ia). Calibration has to be done separately for each type of data.

6.4.1

Freezillg of !Valer bodies

From the cases documented with thermometric measurement it has been established, that lakes
in the alpine borderland freeze in a specific rank order, according to their surface, depth and
individual characteristics. The freezing is primarily a function of the sum of below-freezing-point
daily mean temperatures, plus such other factors as wind-speed. Frequently it is specified in the
sources, whether the icc was thick cnough to carry men and cargoes and how long the icc-cover
remained. This providcs an additional clue. For the Lake of Ziirich, which has the highest
number of cntrics in the CUi'vIlIIST data-bank, it is known that a sum of at least 35()o(C) freczing
degree days is needed to form an icc cOI'er which is thick enough for a safe walk.
The freezing of rivers canllot be properly calibrated, because ill the past these events arc
not adequately documented with thermometric measurements. Tvlorcover river-beds have

becn changed b~C<lllse of river r~gulation schel1l~s in the nineteenth and twcnticth centuries.
However. it may bc hypolhesiz~d from the scanty thermomctri~ e\"iden~e, that such el'Cllts
c

did occur, whell tcrnper;\lUrCS were belween -25<> and -3U C. Temperatures illlhis range were

also associ'lted to Ihe formation of frost cracKs in trees. This produces repeated claps similar
to gunfire which ar~ describ~d in some sources as symptoms of a bitter cold.

6.,1.2

SIlOll'Jitlllllld SIIOIV-C()v('/"

The ratio of the number of snowy days to the number of rainy days may be cOIllJluted from
wcather-Iogs a III I used as 'I proxy for temperatures in winter (Flohn 1949). Moreover
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frequent snowfalls reported for October, November. March and April point to beIO\\'
average temperatures in those months.
Snow cover is an eye-catching meteorological element used in chronicles to describe
extremely long winters. From the end of the seventeenth century the formation and meiting
of snow-cover has been quite regularly described in weather logs. For the Mittelland (250 m
to 600 m a.s.l.) there is at least one observation for 271 out of 306 winters from 1684 to the
present: from the mid-eighteenth century the date of thaw is kill· vn for higher elevations. too
(Pfister 1985b , 1990).
The persistence of snow-cover is related to the sequence and duration of weather situations
favouring accumulation or ablation. In most cases this may be drawn from weatheneports. A
very small number of days with snow cover is mostly related to warm winters. occasionally
also to dry and cold anticyclonic situations. For the pre-instrumental period the hypothesis of
warmth needs. therefore, to be supported with observed signs of vegetation activity. Altitude
and orographic factors (such as windward or leeward slope) of the locations of observation
were considered in interpreting the data (Schiiepp 1980; Witmer 1986).
.
For calibrating the series from the Mittelland a separate model has been developed for
every winter month, which yielded fair estimates for temperatures (Pfister 1977). The date of
alpine thaw, which depends primarily on temperature and radiation patterns. was compared
among stations in the Swiss alps located at similar altitudes. It turned out to be highly
correlated and closely related to phenological data. such as flowering and ripening of the
vine, (Pfister 1985b).

6.4.3

Phenological data

In order to describe temperature patterns during the vegetative period observers in the
pre-instrumental period frequently referred to stages in the growth and maturity of cultivated
plants. which were known to be more accurate yardsticks of warmth and coldness than
impressions of individuals.
The evidence enables the development of long phenological series , that cover almost the
entire vegetative period: blossoming of sweet cherries (from 1721). the bloom of grapevines
(from 1702). the start of rye harvest (from 1557). the ripening of early varieties (" Aeugstler")
and ordinary varieties of the red burgundy grape (from 1721), the beginning of the wine
harvest (from 1370) (Pfister 1988).
Two conditions must be met for interpreting and calibrating pre-instrumental
observations.
Corresponding phenophases should have been regularly observed for at least ten years
close to a meteorological station. where temperature. precipitation and duration of
sunshine were measured.

2

Phenophases for the pre-instrumental and for the instrumental period should be compared in order to determine. whether significant shifts did occur in the averages. Moreover the knowledge of averages within the pre-instrumental period allows for the
interpretation of isolated observations for anomalous years.

Calibration of the historical data was based upon series of corresponding phenophascs
carried out at three meteorological stations in the Canton of Schaffhausen from I B75 to 1')50.
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It turncd out 11l:lt most pllcrHlph;ISCS ~lrc Sig.lliliclllt!y clHrc!alcd wilh tempcrature IlatlL'rn..;:
the bcginning of rhcrr~' blossom depends Pil u)nditiolls ill ~\;Ircll :lIld ,\pril. the hCt-illlli!l~ \'1'
vinc Ih)\\'cr is pi i111;\ ril y ;J 11 i ntiic<l tor llr lL'mpL' r:ltlll"t.,'S ill \ 1ay. 1he hcginlli ilL! \Jf t he r~ c h.11 \"c~t
is tied to IClllpCr;lturL'S in f\JlIy "nd Junc. the ripcning of bl)th v;lrietics l)f the red burguI1dy
gr<lpc.: is a fUIH..'tillll of temperatures in Junc and July.
III IIlI..: celllr:d fr:ll11c of Figure (l,3 the :I\'cr:lge dales of tell phenoph:lses llbsL'lycd ill the
pre-instrlllllcnt;1! pL'ril)Li are given bc!o\\' the linc. The correspondillg ,I\'cr,lgcs frum the

Schaffhausen :'L'rics ar..:: represented abo\'c the linc. The days of the ycar arc lllarKL'd llll the
x-ll\is. There iS:l good agreement bctwcen the t\\'o SL'ts of obscrvations. \\ he:l differL'ncc...; ill
altitude :lrc cl)ll:-:iticrcu, The adv<ll1ccd bloc...lllling. of\ ine ill the cightecilth century is t)UUllll tu

the ,pecilic climatic condition,; of the pcriod.
,\bo\"e the frame. the earliest phcnophases kno\\n from 1525 are prol·ided. Fe'r the"e
observOitions which fall into the instrumental period the del iation of teillperatures froill the
1901 -60 IlleOin in the Illonths preceding the phenoph~scs is Illarked by Illeans of 11Orize'ntOiI
bars. The bars indicating positil'c dc\"iations point to the left. The Illerger of e\"idcncc froill
the two periods allows us to cOillpOire the earliest known springs and SIIIllille rs within the
pre-instruillelltal period with those which are documented with the rilloilletrical se ries.
Below the frOlille. the latest phenophases and thus the chilliest spr ings and SUIlllllcrs kno\\ n
froill 1525 are show n in the saillc way. The horizontal bars pointing to the right indicate
negati\"e de\"iations frolll the 1901-60 Illcan in the months preceding a gil'en el·cnt.
In the follolling those cxtrelllcs arc discu ssed.
Cherry jlol\"crillg: advances by two weeks or Illorc nre Illostly connected to sumlllcrlike
temperatures in February or March (1~22, IS97, 179-1). In 1'190 swcet cherries began
Ilowering around i\!arch 20 which is equivalent to the e~rlicst sp rings \\'hid] arc kno\\ n
(Pfi ster 19<)0). ;\ delay of !lowering by three weeKs or more suggests that the f\!arch-,\pril
period Illay have been more than sec below the 1'101-60 aver~gc. March 1785 was 8'e below
this average!

Ville flolI'crillg: we should consider the observations which were carried Ollt in an open
vineyard only. Plants which arc sheltered by the wall of a house \\'ill Ilower considerably
carlier. Differcnces ill varieties. ho\\,c\·cr. can be neglected prior to the late nineteenlh
celltury. The lirst !lo\\'cr is advanced or delayed mainly according to temperatures iI1 1\lay. an

early Ilower may also follow a I'ery warlll ,\pril (e.g. lilli, IS'I3) and, according to desnipti\"e
evidence, in 1723. The times of the fllil bloom and the last !lowe r vary with temperatures in
both ~by and June. Extrcme delays (15,12, 1627, 162~. 16·12, 1675, 17-1tJ) were Illllch more
frequcnt and much

llHHe

pronoullced than extreme advanccs.

II" lTesl: Wh ill' the t h rec-lield s ys te m lVas in lise (i. e. lin tilt he carl y n inc tee n til
by the f;l rlller s lit' a village III bcgin the Ilar\'c:--t. The
matllrity of ryl! isu1I1trolied by Icmpcratun.:s ill JU IlC :tlld, to;1 k~scr c\tellt. by those ill !\ l;I)'.

SI" rl oj'IIIt-' rye

century) ;lgrecllIcllt W;IS reached jointly

\ Vil/C: //{l r\'('sls.' III ;111 I hose ),c:t rs 1'0 r wh ic h ;111 (' a rI y 110\\'(' ri llg ()f v iIll; () rail L';\ rI y ce re <I I h:n\'l'~ t
rq)OIte'd (e.g. 15-111, 1(, 1(>. I (,Y,-}S. I(,(,{J, 171S 111'), IKII, ISn) wine hal'\'CS{> tll"," .~h·
out ( '(, Iltr<ll "Ild \\'('\t(,l'l1 l:uropc.; \\'L're.; :IISt) \'cry ;llh·:II1 CL'd. 011 tlie tIthe r hand th e lak~t \\illt..:
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Figure 6.3 Dates of phenological events in Switzerland. Central p.ll1el shows the average dates of tcn phenophases observed in the
hi sto rical pniod (below ccntl.!f line) compared with the corresponuing averages in the period IH76-1950 (above center line) bascd 011
observations in the Canton of Schaffhauscn. Symbols abovc central panel indicate t he earliest phenOlogical events since 1525. those below
the linc indicate the latl.:st events. For further I.!xplanation of symbuls, see text.
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h~rvesls go along wilh a delayed bloom (If Ihe "ine or a delaycd cereal harvesl (15-12.1555.

1573, 1627. 162X. 1675. 16<)8. 17-10. I XI6. IHi\). 1980). This corrllborales the results of
slalislical analyses Ihal show the lime of wine 1];ln'cst is conI rolled by lemperalures in :'\Iay
and June 10 a large degree (I'lisler 198-1: Flllhn 1'J~5). The timing of Ihe laleSI wine harYCSIS
shows almoq no varialion. beGluse allhe end of October or at Ihe beginning of Nowmber
grapes had 10 be picked beforc the onsel of winler. c,'cn if they wcre nol malure yet.
In add ilion 10 f"cusing upon Ihe analysis of ,peeilic phcnophases. Ihe whole pallern of
phenophases from spring to aulumnmay bc examined. A large shorteningamllcnglheningof
Ihe pe riod bel \\'cen phenophases, as compared 10 ordinary ye~rs. may be i nkrpreled in lerms
of lemperalure anomalies. To take an example. a drastic shortening of Ihe inletTal belwecn
Ihe first vine Ilower and the slart of Ihe rye harvest (~bout two \\'eeks compared with
thirty-three days on average) occurred in 1616. The rye reached maturity evcn six days earlier
than in 1822, which was the hOliest June since 1755. This early dale suggests Ihat the
heat-wave in June 1616, which is impressively de scribed in the sources, was the most severe
since 1525 at least.
On the other hand major delays between phenophases point to temperatures far below
average. In 1628, to take an extreme case, the duration of vine !lowering was some Ihirty-five
days instead of nineteen, on average. This suggests an extreme cold spell in midsummer
which is consistenl with thc high number of snowfalls reported from the alpine pastures.

6.4.4

Serial proxy data

Flohn (1985) has carefully investigated and cross-correlated long proxy data series from
Switzerland, southern Germany and France. He advises that a careful examination of
historical series would require the following checks:
1 the homogeneity of all records by comparison with adjacent records
2 the spatial representativity of the data. Area ayeraged series arc preferable if their
coherency can be warranted.
3 the time and the type of response to climate parameters, which they may repre se nt.
In the following, the three types of proxy data - tithe auction dates, grapevine harvest
yields and tree-ring densities are discussed. For wine harvest dates the reader is referred to
Legrand (1979) Le Roy Ladurie and Baulant (1980) and Flohn (1985).

Tithe allction dlltes The date on which the tithes paid in grain wcre sold by auclion is
regularly listed in some records from Ihe mid-sixteenth century. It has been shown, that the
date of Ihe auction was closely related to the timc of maturation of rye which was the earliest
winter grain. In most cases the rye harvest immediately followed the auction of Ihe s tanding
crops. 42 local series, mainly from central and eastern Switzerland, \\'ere eombined into an
area averaged series from 1611. An analysis of both modern phenological observations on the
beginning of the rye harvest (Ihe Schaffhausen data) and the historical se rie s of tithe auction
dates has revcaled Ihat both primarily relkct the tempcratures in 1\-lay and June. The
correlation of the tithe ~uclion dates wilh the Basel temperature series o\'er the period
1755-1825 is r=-0.8 (significance < 0.(01). i\ comparison with the Central Engl<1nd temperature series o\'er the period 165\)-1758 has sli ll yielded <1n astonishing r=-1I.6X (siguilic<1nce
< 0.0(1) de spile Ihe large dist<1nce bctwcenthc Iwo counlries. 1t follows from the mudd that
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an advance or a delay of the mean tithe auction dates of seven days corresponds roughly to a
positive or a ne~ative deviation of temperatures of 1°C in May and June taken together.
The area averaged series of Swiss tithe auction dates is highly correlated (r= >0.70) wit h the
area averaged series of wine harvest dates (Le Roy Ladurie and Baulant 1980) which shows
again that the latter are primarily tied to temperature patterns in May and June (Flohn 19S5).
Until very recently (Pfister 19S1b: Lauer and Frankenberg 19~6)
very little research has been devoted to fluctuations in grapevine harvest yields in historical
times. This may be due to the fact. that modern investigations focus upon conditions in single
vineyards. where local weather conditions, in particular late frosts, prevail over the large scale
effects of temperature and rainfall. Moreover, reliable data from the pre-instrumental period
are difficult to find and their interpretation is contro\'ersial. Forthe analysis long area-averaged
series had to be established as a first step. Most of the secular series found in Swiss archives refer
to vineyards owned by public institutions and authorities. which were cultivated by tenants
according to share-cropping agreements. The production was divided between the tenant and
the landlord. the latter's part being listed in the document. Some series give also the acreage of
the vineyard. The earliest long record begins in the early sixteenth century; a sufficient number
of series are available for the period after 1550.
Four regional series for different parts of the Swiss plateau, compiled from 1710cal series. for
which the acreagc is not known show highly significant correlations (from r=0.56 to r=0.76)
between each other. A Swiss area-averaged series was compiled from those four regional
series. Likewise an area-averaged series was established from 20 local series, for which the
acreage is known. In turned out that the two main series were highly correlated (r=0.85)
(Pfister 198Ib). Thus we may conclude that the former series. which goes farther back in time
and which represents a larger volume of wine harvested, also reflects yields per acre for the
most part. A stepwise regression analysis of this multisecular area-averaged series with the
Basel temperature record yielded that July had the greatest weight. with R 2=0.29, June had
R2=0.16 whereas July of the previous year had R2=0.13. The coefficients for August are not
significant.
According to present day knowledge yearly fluctuations in wine yields are chiefly related to
weather patterns in summer. High yields can be expected if temperatures in midsummer
(June-July) are high, unless the water supply is deficient. On the other hand, cool and wet
weather during and after flowering will hamper fertilization and the flowers may drop in the
following. It must be stressed, however. that the effects of a widespread late frost, if it occurs
repeatedly can almost annihilate the harvest. even when temperatures are favorable for growth
and maturity in the following period. The statisticalmodel5>hould therefore always control for
years with severe late frosts which are well known from the descriptive record. Flohn (1'i85)
who from his models advised to use wine yields only cautiously as climatic indicators, did not
exclude the years with heavy latc frost. This was the reason while his results were not that

Grapel'ille halwsl riellis

convincing.

To conclude, the grapevine has three major advantages as a proxy:

2
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The plant remains the same for twenty to fifty years. No annual planting is rC4uired.
The entire length of the growing season from March-April to September-October is needed
to bring the grapes to maturity.
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3

Harvest date. yield per acre and sugar content can be used as clilllatic proxy evidence for
three different periods of the growing season: late spring-early sumlller, llIidsummer and
late summer-early autumn (Pfister 1981 b).

Dendroclillla/ic da/a Representative results can be expected from trees at the alpine
tilllberiine. where the telllperature of the short vegetative period controls the growth rate.
Significant progress has been made through the Roentgen density measurements of wood.
which allow the evaluation of a quantitative parameter such as the density of late wood which
is produced mainly during late summer. This data is a good proxy for temperatures in July.
August and September (Schweingruber 1983; Flohn 1985). The well known series from
Lauenen (Bernese Oberland) is included in the CLIMHIST data-bank (Schweingruber e/ al.
1978). A cross correlation with the Basel temperature series has revealed a weakness of these
data. Whereas low densities are very reliable indicators for cool summers, some of the hottest
summers in the last 450 years (1616. 1719, 1947) do not stand out in the record (Pfister 1985c).
This suggests that cross-checking with anthropogenic evidence would certainly be helpful in
the interpretation of tree-ring density data in this region.

6.4.5

SlIrvey of proxy-data used as substitutes for thermometric measurement

Table 6.1 gives a survey of the proxy-information which has been used as substitutes for
thermometric measurements. The data type taken as the best indicator for the temperature of
an individual month is underlined. The winter months are primarily documented on the basis
of snow and ice features. while plant indicators are the best evidence for the vegetative
period. Most of the biological proxy-data used reflect the temperature pattern over a period
of several months. The longer the period involved, the higher the precision of the estimate.
No equivalent proxy exists for October and November. Moreover even descriptive observations are sometimes missing for those months before 1658.

6.5
6.5.1

Proxy substitutes for measured precipitation
Weather logs

Weather diaries can easily be quantified by counting the frequencies of events such as rain ,
snow, thunderstorms etc. Whether it pays to attempt the cumbersome operation of counting
depends on the quality of the observation. Comparing frequencies based on qualitative data
with frequencies based on measurements provides a useful check of reliability. We may rely
on the assumption that the meteorological framework does not change dramatically over
time. Yearly averages of days with precipitation obtained from the weather-logs of careful
observers differ only insignificantly from those which are based upon measured daily precipitation of > 0.3 mm. The quantified historical data may therefore be compared to 1901 -60
statistics from the same or from a neighboring station. However , considering the diary of
Wolfgang l'laller (1545-1576) it turned out that the average was even somewhat below the
days with measured precipitation of >lmm. [n order to get at least a source-specific rough
criterion for assessing the wetness of the individual months from this unique evidence the
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Table 6.1 Survcv of indicators lIse d for the determination of the
thermal charater 'of inJiviuualmollths.
Waml

Month

Cold

Dec", Jan .

Scarcity of snow cove r
Uninterrupted snow cover
signs of vegetation
freezing of lakes
Sweet cherry first
Long snow cover,
flower (± 1.3 °)
high snow frequency
beech tree leaf
Snow cover and snow
emergence (tithe
frequency, beech tree
leaf emergence. sweet
auction date)
Tithe auction dales (±O.6°)
Vine first flower (± 1.2°)
Barley harvest beginning
Tithe auction dates (±O.6°)
Vine fuJI flower (± 1.2°)
Vine last flower
Coloration of first grapes
Vine yields (±O.6°)
Coloration/maturity of first grapes
Wine harvest dates (±O.6°)
Wine yields (±O.6°)
Tree ring density (±O.SO)
Vine quality
Tree-ring density (±O.8°)
Reappearance of
Snow cover, snow
spring
vegetation
frequency
(cherry flowering
etc.)
No
snowfall,
Long snow cover, high
cattle in
snow frequency
pastures
freezing of lakes

March
April

May

June

July
April-July
August

September
October

November

The figures give the standard error of estimate in °C.

duodecile distribution (cf. Table 6.4) of the days with observed precipitation in th e diary was
computed for every calendar month .

6.5.2

Floods and lolV !Vater levels

Evidence that bears on flood s and low water mark s is found in written so urces and also in
form of marks on buildings. From the eighteenth century water-gauges have been in stalled on
the major ri ve rs and lakes. In order to exclude local events the analysis has focussed upon the
large rivers (Rhine, Rhone, Anre) and on the major lakes in the Swiss lowlands.
A quantitative estimate on flood s may be obtained by cross checking marks of historica l
flood s on buildings with measured discharge or precipitation. In Basel, where the Rhin e
drains almost tlVO thirds of the surface of 5wi tzerland , monthly discharge of the river has been
meas ured since 1808. Some hundred meters upstream from the water-gauge the le ve l of some
of th e major floods within th e last few centuries is marked o n the building located a t Oberer
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Rhein\\'eg 93. A comparison of this evitknce allows 'calibrating' the descriptive data with the
mcasurcd discharge record. Moreover. the old observers ofkn compared the observed Hoods
to previous ones, sometimes in quantitative terms or with reference to marks on buildings

which have since been pulled down. Combining all the existing evidence has allowed the rank
order of the most se,'ere floods at Basel since the mid sixteenth century to be established.
In interpreting flood records it is essential to consider the time of the year and the nature of
the drai nage basin. Heavy 1100ds of the major Swiss rivers in early summer arc sometimes the
result of the melting of unusually large amounts of snow in the mountains (e.g. 1817).
Therefore we must also consider the snow record in order to assess the relative proportion of
snow-melt and heavy rainfall for the event. The interpretation must also allow for corrections
of the river and for changes in the level of buildings which might have occurred over time.
Low water levels arc quite reliable indicators of precipitation patterns. They occur mostly
in winter and spring during long spells of anticyclonic weather. Because they had almost no
economic impact they are less frequently described in the sources than floods. Sources specify
for some cases , how far one could walk in a river-bed which had partially dried up. Occasionally, extremely low water levels were marked on rocks which emerged. when the water
was very low. This evidence is again 'calibrated' by comparing the older marks to more recent
ones and to that of water-gauges.

6.6

Coding and editing the evidence: the CLIMHIST data-bank

The collected material was analyzed by a set of computer programs which had been specifically developed for this purpose. The descriptive evidence was converted into numerical
form by means of a comprehensive code. Those observations which couldn't be expressed by
the code, were literally written on a specific tile to be included into the final version of the
output in form of footnotes. Moreover , each type of serial proxy-data had to be homogenized
and calibrated by means of standard software, before it was included into the data pool.
Finally the entire evidence was pre-processed and sorted according to time, type of data and
region. Subsequently the resulting data-bank was reconverted into a weather chronology
called CLlMHIST-CH. It lists each of the 33,000 records including all the attributes, that are
necessary for the interpretation, such as place and altitude of observation, name of the
observer (if the data is contemporary) the style of the original observation etc. (Pfister and
Schwarz-Zanetti 1986). Weather patterns and their impacts upon the hydrosphere, the
biosphere and society (agricultural prices , diseases etc.) are given in a temporal frame of ten
day periods, months or seasons. Serial information such as the number of days with precipitation or early instrumcntalmeasurements is compared to that of the 1901-60 reference
period . The t1ate of phenological observations is converted to days of the year. Serial
proxy-data are given as deviations frolll their ave-rage or in terms of standard deviations.

The program sequence conveniently allows for error-correction or updating when !lew
evidence is discovered, even including new footnotes (P!"ister 1985a). At present four
routines are availble that reconvert the nUlllerical code into English, French, Italian or
German. Routines for any additional language might be set up frolll corresponding tran slations of the code-book. Originally the program was tailored to Swiss data. In the meantime
improved versions have been devised that handle data from all over Europe .
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Table 6.2 provides the information for August 1723 as an example. Each record is
explained by a number of attributes: R indicates to the meteorological region in which the
place of observation is located. If the name of the observer is listed, this means that th e data is
contemporary. S is related to the source number in the bibliography. F followed by a number
would refer to a footnote in the appendix.

Table 6.2 Example of an entry in the CLlMHIST data bank (Pfister \985a)
(see discussion of coding in text).
1723 August
1sl ten day period
Warm/Hot. Preponderantly sunny (shorter periods of rain). R:2 Winterthur: 442m (Rieter,
S 90).
Continuing rain (no state.ment). R: 10 Stans:452m (Buenti, S 146)
2nd len day period
Warm. Preponderantly sunny (isolated thunderstaorms). R:2 Winterthur: 442m (Rieter, S
90)
Preponderantly sunny (no statement). R: 10 Stans: 452m (Buenti, S 146).
First red berries 8 11th (223) R:2 Winterthur:442m (Rieter, S 90)
3rd ten day period
Hot. Preponderantly sunny (isolated rain). R:2 Winterthur:442m (Rleter, S 90).
Preponderantly sunny (no statement). R: 10: 452m (Buenti, S 146)
Entire mOlllh
Hot. Continuing rain. R:8 St. Blaise NE:433m (Pet:r, S 220)
Warm. Preponderantly sunny. R:5 Baetterkinden, Be: 473m (Wieniger, S 268).
Dry 87mm (mean: 132mm). R:6 Zuerich:408m (Schuechzer, S 237)
Dry 10 days of PR (M: 14 days) Warm R:2 Winterthur:442m (Rieter, S 90)

Temperature Index: 2, Warm. Precipitation Index: -2, Dry.

The first three paragraphs in Table 6.2 give information which is available according to ten
day-periods (five day-periods are separated with a slash). The last paragraph is related to the
data that refer to the entire month. In the example, rainfall at ZUrich measured by
Scheuchzer, and the number of days with precipitation computed from the Rieter diary , are
compared to the duodecile statistic for the period 1901-60 at the same place. The thermal and
wetness indices listed on the last line are estimates for temperature and precipitation derived
from all the evidence by the interpreter (see the following section).

6.7

Deriving monthly indices

Estimates for tempe ratures and precipitation are estimated from regression models, that
include se ries of proxy data and instrumental measu rements . Significant results arc obtained
for pe riods of two or three months only. The models cannot account for shorter periods,
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because the variety of the underlying pattern of cold and heat spells is too large. However.
this missing information is obtained from descriptive sources. To take an example, the
opening of the first vine flower in a vineyard is bound to temperatures in April and May. An
early flowering at the end of May may occur after an exceptional heat-wave in April followed
by an average temperature in May, or after a long warm spell in May preceded by average
weather in April. Based upon detailed descriptive evidence we might be able to decide which
of the two patterns is more likely to have occurred. This then allows a monthly temperature
profile , i.e. the 'excess of warmth ' to be estimated for the entire period from the regression
attributed 10 an individual month in an interpretative way. This takes into account all the
quantitative and qualitative information available for the period. From this example it has
been demonstrated, how the two kinds of evidence, proxy data and descriptive sources,
control and complement each other. We may conclude that they form a coherent body of
information, from which estimates of monthly temperature and precipitation patterns are
obtained, based upon a synthesis of statistical reasoning and contextual interpretation.
Two types of indices, a weighted and an unweighted index, have been derived. For the
weighted index, the frequency distribution of monthly means for the period from 1901-1960
was adopted as the standard of comparison (Table 6.3).

Table 6.3

The definition of Ihe weighted temperature and precipitation index
values over the period 1901-1960.
------- > highest

lowest < ------

8.3%

16.6%

3

Duodecile

Index

16.6%

-3

-2

16.6%

-1

o

+1

8.3%
II

9

7

5

16.6%

16.6%

+2

+3

The value of 0 was used for ' normal' weather conditions and for all months for which the
evidence is missing. The values of +3 and -3 were applied to those cases which can unmistakably be considered as "extreme" by twentieth century standards. The values of +210 -2 were
adopted for the less marked gradations. The values of + 1 to -1 were applied to all months for
which only descriptive evidence is available as well as to those months which according to
proxy information fall in the corresponding range of temperature and precipitation (cf. Table
6.3).
For precipitation two separate indices have been computed. The first, a frequency index,
draws from the number of rainy days in Basel and Geneva, while the second, a rainfall index,
is based upon measured precipitation at Geneva, ZUrich and Bern. Subsequently , the two
indices have been ;-,-.erged (cf. Pfister 1984, Table 1.26). Within the instrumental period the
indices were computed from measured temperature and precipitation according to the
duodccile distribution of the values (cf. Table 6.4). The unweighted index downgrades all the
positive or negative weights to three gradations: + I, 0 and -I. Accordingl y this index is more
homogeneous than the weighted onc, but is docs not fully exploit the in formative potential of
the data. Which of the tlVO indices is more 'realistic' depends on the quality of the evidence.
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Table 6.4 Standard errors in estimating tt'l11pcrature
CC) and precipitation (Si) from indices for the period
IS6~-1979.

Temperature Index Precipitation Index
unweighted weighted unweiglued weighted

Monthl
Season

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

0.4°
0.34'
0.28'
0.21'
0.29'
0.22'
0.21'
0.22'
0.2S'
0.27'
0.34'
O.SS'

0.26'
0.26'
O.IS'
0.11'
0.16'
0.16'
0.11'
0.14'
0.14 '
0.13'
0.19'
0.3S'

12.S%
12.6%
11.6%
9.8%
8.2%
7.S%
3.8%
7.0%
IS.9%
18.8%
13.8%

6.S
11.4%
9.2%
9.6%
7.1%
6.7%
6.6%
S.O%
11.7%
18.1 %
13.7%
12.6%

Spring
Summer
Autumn
Winter

O.IS'
O.IS'
O.IS'
0.2S'

0.1'
0.10
0.13'
0.20

7.7%
4.2%

7.2%
2.9%

9.4%

7.5%

9.S%

7.S%

Year

0.12'

O.OS'

6.4%

S.2%

8.0%

An earlier version of the indices has been published in Pfister (198Ia). Howcvcr. the indices
have been considerably improved since. as new evidence has bcen found. The reader is
therefore referred to the values published in Pfister (1984) and to the CUMHIST data-bank
in which all the basic evidence can be scrutinized (Pfister 1985a).

6.8

Estimates of temperature and precipitation from transfer functions

In order to bridge the gap between the history of weather and the history of climatc. monthly
temperalure and precipitation patterns for the pre-instrumental period have been estimated
from the indices. For every calendar month and for every season a model has been set up
which. for the period of network observation from IX64. compares the weighted and
unweightcd indices (computed from the record) with the record ilself. This has yielded a set
of transfer functions for estimating temperature and precipitation patterns on the basis of the
indices.
For temperatures. thc deviations of Ihe Basel series (1755-1979) from Ihe 1901-60 average
were included in the regression Illouel . Precipitation series covering the whole country for

the entire period. were not available in sufficient number. Instead the 'lila lysis was done by
means of six series from the Swiss 'Mittelland' - Geneva. Bern. Ziirich. Basel. Einsiedclll and
SI. Gallen -where precipitation has been mea sured frolll I K('~ to 1979. It turned out that the
models yielded exccssi\'dy largl! standard errors for individuallllollths . Thus estimates were
attempted for decellnial averages only. In interpreting the standard crrors fur the deccllnial
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averages (Table 6.-1) wc should bear in mind, that Ihey arc obtained fromlhe transformation
of measured data, For the pre-instrumental period, the 'true' standard deviations arc certainly larger for the weighted indices, because the nature of the evidence and the process of
interpretation involves additional biases, On the other hand, they are probably smaller than
those obtained for the unweighted indices Crable 6.4), because the evidence allows for more
than just simply distinguishing between 'warm', 'cold' and 'average' months (provided that
we ignore the period prior to 1550 and the data for autumn prior to the late seventeenth
century).

6.9 Patterns of temperature and precipitation since the time of the
Reformation
The results of the reconstruction will only briefly be discussed. Figure 6.4 shows deviations
from the means of the 1901-1960 reference period in form of 11 year moving averages.
Positive temperature deviations are shown above the line , negative deviations below. Precipitation is shaded and shown in the same way as temperature.
Considering the long time-scale temperature and precipitation patterns, no clear pattern
emerges for the four seasons and the year. A 'Little Ice Age', that might be associated with
the known fluctuations of glaciers, is hard to detect. In contrast to the twentieth century three
features are common to the preceding centuries:
1 Winter and spring months tended to be colder and drier. This holds especially for Marcil.
2 The climate was more variable - in particular around 1600 - and in many cases the
extremes were more marked than those registered in the instrumental period.
3 Fluctuations of the same type occurred repeatedly and often simultaneously in winter.
spring and summer (e.g. 1569-1574,1586-1589 , 1688-1694,1769-71).
However , summer periods were not significantly colder in the ' Little Ice Age' than in the
present century, although it is well-known that glacier fluctuations are generally related to
temperature in summer. A tendency towards increased precipitation is apparent, in p,nticular for the late 16th century and for the 18th century. Quite often a warm and dry period in
August followed after a rainy and cool spell inJune and July.
Temperature patterns in the autumns are rather balanced up to 1670, and this season was
rather dry over this period. Up to the early twentieth century autumns were colder than since
and they included both wet and dry phases.
If changes over time arc considered, a marked contrast stands out bet ween the second thi rd
and the last third of the 16th century, Apart from the winters, the weather conditions that
predominated from 1530 to 156IJ proved nearly as favorable as those that have prevailed
during the climatic optimum of the twentieth century. Over the following decades, then,
annual mean temperatures declined by more than O.6°C. Summers became about O.8°C
colder and more than 20 % wetter. A marked increase in SUlllmer wetness was also observed
in northern GerJn'IIlY (Lenke 1968). l3y the 15RIls the broad Denmark Strait between Iceland
and Green];,nd was often found entirely blocked by pack-icc during the summer (Lamb
1982). In Switzerland the frequency of severe Iloods in the last Ihird of the 16th century
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increased fourfold compared with the second third of the century. Some alpine glaciers
advanccd several hundred meters within the span of a few years. Also, the variability of the
climate became more marked during the last third of the 16th century.
Drought was the most noticeable characteristic of the 17th century. Wet summers still
occurred. however. particularly during 1600-1630. the 1670s and 1685-1699. Summers were
moderate from 16-15 to 1684, and mean temperatures were comparable to those witnessed in
the present century. If winters are disregarded. the amplitude of the temperature anomalies
between 1630 and 1688 was rather small. On the whole. the seventeenth century was not as
cold as Le Roy Ladurie (1971) suggests from wine harvest dates and evidence of glacier
fluctuations.
After the year 1685 temperatures dropped sharply in all seasons. From 1690 to 1699 mean
annual temperatures were almost l.O°C lower than in the 1901-1960 reference period. in
Central Europe. In Central England they were O.soC lower during this period (Manley 1974).
Based upon reports of sea ice and the cod fishery, Lamb (1982) concludes that the ocean
surface temperature between Iceland and the Faroe Islands was probably 5°C lower than it is
today (see also Chapter 5 , this volume). This suggests that Arctic cold water had spread far
south to the Norwegian Sea. In the Swiss mountains the vegetative period was noticeably
shortened over this period.
During the first two decades of the 18th century, mean seasonal temperatures rose, except
for winters, For the decade of the 1720s mean annual temperatures were at the level of the
twentieth century. Springs and autumns became cooler in the 17305. In summer, warmth
persisted and precipitation increased between 1760 and 1790.
The 19th century proved to be the coldest hundred-year period since 1500. This holds true
for all seasons, in particular for autumn and it is also revealed from the known extreme cold
fluctuation from 1812 to 1817. In the second half of the century warm and dry summers
prevailed from 1855 to 1875. Spring temperatures rose above the 20th century means in the
1860s. In winter, temperature and precipitation trends became positive from the end of the
19th century. In the last few decades this season has changed dramatically. Compared to the
long term average of the past half millennium this season has been 1.3°C warmer and 25%
wetter since 1965. The recent succession of three warm winters (1987-88 to 1989-90) with
almost no snow-cover in the lowlands is unique in the last seven hundred years (Pfister 1990).

6.10 Comparing temperature trends in Central England and in
Switzerland since 1659
Lauterburg (1990) has examined the spatial variability of climatic change in Europe over the
period 1780-1960. Using cluster analysis (Ward's method) he defined arcas of similar year-toyear lluctuations of climatic parameters for the three sllb-periods 17R l-1840, 1841-llJOO and
1901-1960. The regions that emcrge from the procedure turn out to be relatively stable over
time from one sub-period to another for spring and SUIllmer, whereas they change somewhat
for autumn and winter.
Based upon the Swiss tcmpentture indices and the Central England temperature series
(Manley 1974) this comparison was extended back to 1659. From this year the Manley series
begins, and monthly weather in Switzerland is described continuou sly, i.e. the series of
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temperature indices doesn't include any missing months. The entire period of three hundred
years was split into three sub-periods of approximately equal length for the analvsis. In the
first one (1659-1754) the Swiss indices arc based upon descriptive and proxy data . The second
period (1755-1863) is covered by instrumental measurements. The third period (186-1-1960) is
that of the detailed observational network.
The Central England series was transformed into indices to adjust it to the level of
measurement of the Swiss series (cf. Table 6.5). The Gamma coefficient (which is a symmetrical measure for association oft\\·o ordinal variables) was used forthe correlation, because
of the Pearson correlation coefficient is not appropriate for ordinal data. Gamma can achieve
limiting values of -1.0 or + 1.0 regardless of the number of tics (Loether and McTavish 197-1).
All coefficients between the two series are highly significant, even those for the first period,
which is not covered by instrumental measurement (Table 6.5). This confirms the reliability
of the Swiss data. However. the seasonal and yearly correlations (autumn excepted) arc
somewhat lower for the first sub-period 1659-1754. This is almost certainly due to the
semi-quantitative evidence on which the Swiss indices are based. On the other hand it might
also be due to changes in the frequency of weather patterns to some extent. Considering
correlations of monthly variables, the difference between the first sub-period and the two
others is particularly large for July and August. This might be related to the fact that
phenological indicators for summer temperatures are 1110re related to June than to July and
August (tree-ring densities excepted).

Table 6.5 Gamma correlation coefficients between the
Central England temperature series and the Swiss temperature
series \659-1960.
Month

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Winter(l2-2)
Spring
Summer
Autumn
Year

16591980

17551754

18641863

19591960

0.669
0.645
0.612
0.667
0.471
0.658
0.540
0.571
0.498
0.461
0.548

0.594
0.578
0.544
0.619
0.501
0.452
0.467
0.396
0.502
0.483
0.467
0.588

0.734
0.648
0.667
0.678
0.682
0.490
0.664
0.560
0.650
0.478
0.391
0.564

0.668
0.677
0.653
0.678
0.635
0.540
0.786
0.619
0.600
0.566
0.510
0.589

0.552
0.544
0.461
0.438
0.484

0.509
0.496
0.374
0.437
0.431

0.582
0.598
0.487
0.436
0.554

0.564
0.588
0.530
0.455
0.499

0.609

Significance: < 0.0001 for all pairs of vari ables
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Surprisingly. correlations for October. November alll! December are somewhat higher in
the first sub-period. when the Swiss series is ba sed on se m i-quantitative data. compared to the
second one. when it is bascd on measured tcmperature. Thi s might be related to prevailing
weather patterns that differ somewhat from those prevailing in the preceding and the
following period.

6.11

Beyond time series analysis: establishing historical weather maps

Most reconstructions of climate from natural or man-made archives are presented in the form
of time se ries. The climatic variations sho\\'n refer to areas. that have the dimen sio n of a
German Bundesland. an Italian Province or a small nation such as Switzerland. The focus is
primarily on improving the time resolution of the findings down to seasons and month and on
interpreting the results by the means of statist ical techniques that become more and more
sophi st icated.
Compared to time-se ries analysis the invest igation of the spatial dimension of climatic
change has been neglected so far. It has not bee n sufficien tl y realised that regional time series
are not isolated pieces of evidence. wh ich may be interpreted for their own sake. but that they
should be related to a larger entity which is the global climate system. A comparison cannot
be done just by comparing fluctuations in time series as it has been done so far. In order to
provide a coherent picture of climatic change in space and over time we need to focus upon
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the analysis of this system. All reconstructions of climatic change that have already been
obtained at a regional scale need to be compared on a common basis. This requires a coml11on
standard of representation for scholars from all over Europe. On this continental level.
analysis of climatic change should be represented in terms of historical weather maps. that
show the spatial dimension of outstanding anomalies (Figure 6.5) and trends related to
coherent regions (Lautcrburg 1990) .
In order to initiate international cooperation directed towards this goal. a workshop was
held recently by the European Science Foundation (E.S.F.) at the Academy in Mainz.
Scholars from 14 European countries and from Japan discussed the standardization of
historical climatology and the creation of an international data-bank for the history of climate
which might become the basis for a new spatial image of climatic change (Frenzel and Pfistcr.
in preparation).
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